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Roman is a ghostwriter 
who wants to write for 
environmental startup 
founders.



He asked for help on my 
Ghost Tribe community.



Here’s exactly how I 
came up with 625 
content ideas, in 60 
seconds, during my 
workshop livestream.

8 prompts = 625 ideas



#1 act like an an expert
Act like a LinkedIn strategist 
coaching founders of environmental 
startups. How to increase awareness 
of their personal brand on Linkedin?

Use the "act as" hack to make 
ChatGPT conversations more 
immersive. It takes on specific roles, 
making answers more nuanced. 



The "act as" hack adds depth and 
context to conversations, and is 
especially useful for simulating real-
world scenarios or tailoring 
conversations.



#2 uncommon ideas

Prioritize different & uncommon 
ideas as a list.

You’re a content creator. You’re 
looking at sharing a new perspective 
to your audience. 



By asking Chat GPT for uncommon 
ideas, you end up generating ideas 
that

 Encourages creative thinking
 Avoids cliches
 Generates unique content
 Increases range of ideas.



#3 FIRST IDEATION



#4 iterate on the answer
After the first 2 prompts, one of Chat 
GPT answer was to host a live: 

I like this idea. We’re starting to get 
close to uncommon ideas. So I iterated 
from there:

Host a LinkedIn Live event: Host a 
live Q&A on LinkedIn to share your 
expertise and engage with your 
audience in real-time.

Explain how to Host a LinkedIn Live 
event to raise awareness and grow a 
strong LinkedIn personal brand. 



#5 twitter thread hack
Another hack is to ask for a Twitter 
thread. It forces Chat GPT to make 
280 characters bits of info.

Make sure to exclude hashtags from 
the answers. 



By removing them, Chat GPT can 
entirely focus on the content rather 
than wasting characters making 
hashtags.

Make it a Twitter thread. Don’t 
include hashtags.



#6 second ideation

That’s already 5 content ideas from 1 
root idea (Linkedin Live). So technically 
5 ideas x 5 potential root’s ideas.



#7 go down the rabbit hole

I pick just one of the item from the 
previous list generated by Chat GPT.



I am testing the limit of the AI to see 
how much content I can milk from one 
concept.

Act like a LinkedIn strategist 
coaching founders of environmental 
startup coaching how to plan your 
LinkedIn Live to raise awareness and 
grow a strong LinkedIn personal 
brand.



#8 third ideation

Again, a 5 item list. That’s already 125 
potential content ideas. But we could 
go even one step further.



#9 deeper in the rabbit hole

Don’t forget to maintain the “Act like” 
hack + “Uncommon ideas” hack.



Let’s discover the answer from our 
favorite robot together.

Act like a LinkedIn strategist 
coaching founders of environmental 
startup coaching how to choose 
relevant topic for your Linkedin Live. 



Uncommon ideas only.



#10 fourth ideation

Another 5 item list. 625 potential 
content from a few prompts.



Now I just need examples to support 
my content.



#11 rabbit hole digging
Make a list of 5 "a day in the life" 
type of live event that were viral in 
the past.



#12 Give me more
Provide 20 more examples of past 
viral "day-in-the-life" live events.

It’s an AI. Don’t be scared to ask for too 
much. The answers are too long, but 
here they are :



Follow me only if you want to steal my 
daily hacks for Linkedin growth & 
becoming a profitable ghostwriter.


Now you know how one prompt 
can generate 625 content ideas.



I showed this one live, with many 
other prompts ideas for 3 
different niches, on my Ghost 
Tribe community.



If you’re interested to join, send 
a message to +1 (505) 461-1227 
on Whatsapp.


